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ABOUT RAM MOUNT
RAM is the revolutionary universal ball and socket mounting SYSTEM that allows you to mount 
practically anything anywhere. Unlike other mounts on the market, RAM allows you to mount items 
where you need them most. Whether its in an aircraft, automobile, boat, ATV, truck, snowmobile, 
farming vehicle, motorcycle, fork lift or any other situation, RAM's family of more than 900 
interchangeable accessories will offer you solutions to your most challenging mounting problems. If 
you need to mount a GPS, laptop, pda, pocket pc, radar, camera, light, computer, cellular phone, 
speaker, mirror, antenna, or just about anything else look no further. RAM mounts will help you make a 
professional job easy and affordable. Its unique design provides easy installation, mobility, strength, 
versatility, vibration protection and durability, all at a low cost. RAM is backed by NPIs renowned 
Lifetime Warranty which makes it the mounting SYSTEM of choice. To provide light weight strength 
and corrosion resistance, RAM is made of marine grade aluminum with a powder coated finish, 
stainless steel hardware and rubber balls. Recognized and accepted by the U.S. Patent Office, RAM is 
the only universal ball-and-socket SYSTEM that holds tremendous amounts of weight in high vibration 
applications for military, commercial and private use. Look further into our web site and see the newest 
products and learn more about this revolutionary mounting SYSTEM that is quickly becoming the 
industry standard. Remember when faced with a difficult mounting situation, Just RAM It! 

ABOUT NATIONAL PRODUCTS, INC.
NPI stands for National Products Inc. Founded by Jeff Carnevali in 1994, NPI is the parent company of both RAM Mounting SYSTEMs and PRO PULL Prop 
Pulling Tools. Located in Seattle Washington, NPI distributes products around the globe. Providing some of the most innovative and durable products available, 
NPI has rapidly become an industry leader and continues to gain respect from both electronics manufacturers and those needing the finest tools for marine use. 
Having an in-house design staff and rapid prototyping abilities, NPI is able to quickly engineer and produce quality items for the ever changing electronics 
market. With rubber injection, sand casting, metal fabrication, and plastic injection molding as well as a die casting facility within one half mile of each other, 
coordinating and developing new products is trouble-free.                                                                                                                                                        

With a multitude of patented products and a dedicated staff, you can be sure that NPI will continue to provide products and support to the industries and 
customers that have made NPI a huge success.                                                                                      
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WWW.RAM-MOUNT.COM FEATURES
Your Best Connection For Mount Solutions

Product Search

Laptop Mount Wizard

Motorcycle Mount Wizard

RAM On-line Order Center

Find product mount solutions easy and efficiently at www.ram-mount.com with the RAM Mount Product Search Engine.
.

Looking to find a vehicle laptop mount SYSTEM?  Search, based on vehicle year, make and model, the RAM Laptop Mount Wizard provides solutions for 
all vehicles.

Providing mount solutions for nearly all motorcycles since 1991, the Motorcycle Mount Wizard offers multiple solutions for your cycling needs.

Exclusively for RAM Mount Resellers, the RAM On-line Order Center provides an easy way to order products online.  Features include:

 

DRAG AND DROP SHOPPING CART
ORDER TRACKING
PRICE LISTS
BILLING AND SHIPPING INFORMATION CENTER
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RAM MOUNT GLOSSARY OF TERMS
The glossary of terms page is intended to provide you with definitions for custom words, directly used and related to the RAM website.

Ball size reference, letter preceding number: 

RAM 
RAP
SB
RAP-SB-XXX
RAP-B-XXX
RAM-A-XXX
RAM-B-XXX
RAM-XXX
RAM-D-XXX
RAM-E-XXX 

Mount or base of aluminum construction
Mount or base of plastic construction
When included in RAP part numbers, this stands for “snap link”
Snap link base or SYSTEM, hard plastic ball and socket, not rubber
Accommodates or has B size ball
0.56” diameter rubber ball mount or component
1” diameter rubber ball mount or component
1.5” diameter rubber ball mount or component
2.25” diameter rubber ball mount kit or component 
3.37” diameter rubber ball mount kit or component

Arm length reference, letter after number:

RAM-A-XXX-B
RAM-B-XXX-A
RAM-B-XXX
RAM-B-XXX-C
RAM-XXX-B
RAM-XXX-D
RAM-D-XXX
RAM-D-XXX-C
RAM-D-XXX-E
RAM-E-XXX
RAM-E-XXX-D

A size ball, B length arm or SYSTEM
B size ball, A length arm or SYSTEM
B size ball, standard length arm or SYSTEM
B size ball, C length arm or SYSTEM
C size ball, B length arm or SYSTEM
C size ball, D length arm or SYSTEM
D size ball, D length arm or SYSTEM
D size ball, C length arm or SYSTEM
D size ball, E length arm or SYSTEM 
E size ball, E length arm or SYSTEM
E size ball, D length arm or SYSTEM

RAM Double Socket Arm Lengths:

RAM-B-201-A 
RAM-B-201 
RAM-B-201-C 
RAM-201-B 
RAM-201 
RAM-201-D 
RAM-D-201-C 
RAM-D-201 
RAM-D-201-E  
RAM-E-201-D 
RAM-E-201 

2 7/16" 
3 11/16"

6" 
3 !" 

5 5/8" 
9 1/8" 

5 1/16"  
8 3/8" 

12 7/8" 
7 1/4"  

12 5/8" 

1 3/4" 
2 7/8" 

5 3/16" 
2 1/4" 
4 !" 

8 3/4" 
3 3/16" 
6 9/16" 
11 3/16" 
4 3/8" 
9 7/8" 

RAM Prefix Code   
To provide lightweight strength and corrosion resistance, RAM is made of marine grade aluminum with a black powder coated finish, stainless steel 
hardware and rubber balls. The standard mount bases include a yoke mount, round base, rubber suction cup and U-bolt handlebar for attaching 
electronic and GPS devices. Other configurations can be considered for laptop SYSTEM's in vehicles and marine uses. 

Recognized and accepted by the U.S. Patent Office, RAM is the only universal ball-and-socket SYSTEM that holds tremendous amounts of weight in 
high vibration applications for military, commercial and private use.  
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RAM Prefix Code - continue   
Many of these parts are available in plastic, mount part number has the prefix code RAP.  The plastic components include both single and double 
socket arm assemblies with the same patented rubber ball and socket technology. The octagon button SYSTEM works with the Quick Snap Belt Clip 
Holder, Quick Snap Surface. The new Snap Flex Link SYSTEM is a male to female snap together configuration that has screws to tension the joint. 
The RAM Rail Mounts for handle bars and railings with a 1" rubber ball and or diamond base for adaptation to any other diamond base SYSTEM. Then 
again, the possible mounting solutions are endless, affordable and backed by the NPI Lifetime Warranty. The standard colour is black with the 
exception of the suction cups that are clear.  Remember when faced with a difficult mounting situation, Just RAM It! 

Simplicity without sacrificing function is the ultimate goal that design engineers strive for. WITHOUTnly eight components, the unique design of the 
RAM mount SYSTEM has set a new standard for ball and socket arm technology. 

RAM Ball Sizes
RAM Balls are injection molded onto a marine grade aluminum post. The materials used to make the balls and/or posts may be varied to provide 
characteristics required for most applications. 
A Size Ball
B Size Ball
C Size Ball
D Size Ball
E Size Ball

0.56” Diameter Ball
1" Diameter ball 
1.5" Diameter Ball 
2.25" Diameter Ball 
3.37” Diameter Ball

RAM-A-238
A Size Ball

0.56” Diameter

RAM-B-202
B Size Ball
1” Diameter

RAM-202
C Size Ball

1.5” Diameter

RAM-D-202
D Size Ball

2.25” Diameter

RAM-E-202
E Size Ball

3.37” Diameter
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Note: The C size 1 .5" ball does not have a letter C following the RAM- prefix code, while all other sizes do require a letter. 

Important: Be careful to make sure you have the letter in the proper location of the part number so you order the correct size SYSTEM or component. 
If in any doubt, please contact us. 

For guidance only:
B size 1" ball mount for units up to 2.25kg weight (approx 5 lbs)
C size 1.5" ball mount for units up to 4.5kg weight (approx 10 lbs)
D size 2.25" ball mount for units up to 6.75kg weight (approx 15 lbs) 

RAM Cradles and Holders   

Getting It Right  

The RAM range has custom formed cradles and holders suitable for many electronic, PDA and GPS devices as will become apparent as you tour 
around our web site. Where applicable, we shall show the cradle with a selection of standard mounts to ease the selection process and choice. 
However, for the more adventurous user wishing to build a customized mount SYSTEM, then by selecting mating parts, you can achieve your own 
solution. 

 
When ordering a RAM mount SYSTEM or additional components, it's important that you understand the part number SYSTEM.  To help you 
understand the part number format used, we are providing the following example. It is four different sizes of a basic RAM mounting SYSTEM including 
the corresponding arm, round base with ball. 

RAM-A-102 & RAM-A-238
RAM-B-101 & RAM-B-202
RAM-101 & RAM-202
RAM-D-101 & RAM-D-202
RAM-E-101 & RAM-E-202

0.56” Diameter Ball
1" Diameter ball 
1.5" Diameter Ball 
2.25" Diameter Ball 
3.37” Diameter Ball

“A” Size SYSTEM
0.56” Diameter

“B” Size 
SYSTEM

“C” Size SYSTEM
1.5” Diameter

“D” Size SYSTEM
2.25” Diameter

“E” Size SYSTEM
3.37” Diameter
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RAM “A” BALL 0.56” MOUNTS AND COMPONENTS
Patented and Pats. Pend.

PAGEPRODUCT NUMBER DESCRIPTION

RAM-A-101
RAM-A-101U-B
RAM-A-201
RAM-A-201U-B
RAM-A-230
RAM-A-237U
RAM-A-238
RAM-A-238AU
RAM-A-336U

RAM DOUBLE BALL MOUNT WITH 9/16" BALLS
RAM SYSTEM WITH 9/16" BALLS LONG ARM
RAM DOUBLE SOCKET ARM
RAM DOUBLE SOCKET EXTRA LONG ARM
RAM DOUBLE 5/8" BALL ADAPTER
RAM 9/16" BALL WITH 1/4"-20 STUD
RAM 2 7/16" X 1 5/16" BASE WITH BALL
RAM 2 7/16" X 1 5/16" BASE WITH 1/4-20
1/4" POST WITH 1/4"-20 THREADED HOLE STST

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9



RAM-A-101U-B
RAM SYSTEM WITH 9/16" BALLS 

LONG ARM

RAM-A-101
RAM DBL. BALL MOUNT WITH 9/16" 

BALLS

RAM-A-201U-B
RAM DOUBLE SOCKET EXTRA 

LONG ARM

RAM-A-230
RAM DOUBLE 5/8" BALL ADAPTER

RAM-A-201
RAM DOUBLE SOCKET ARM

RAM-A-336U
1/4" POST WITH 1/4"-20 THREADED 

HOLE STST

RAM-A-237U
RAM 9/16" BALL WITH 1/4"-20 STUD

RAM-A-238AU
RAM 2 7/16" X 1 5/16" BASE WITH 

1/4-20

RAM-A-238
RAM 2 7/16" X 1 5/16" BASE 

WITH BALL
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